
Cyvatar Wins Grand Trophy in the Annual
Disruptor Awards

Company Racks Up More Recognition for Industry ’s First
Subscription Cybersecurity-as-a-Service Captures Gold Award
Win for Security Services and Bronze for Security Cloud and SaaS
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 Cyvatar won its second Grand Trophy of the year during the 2021 Disruptor Company

Awards. In addition to its Grand Trophy win, the company walked away with a gold award

for security services and bronze for security cloud and SaaS.

The disruptor awards judges recognize disruptors as highly persistent, mostly beginning

from scratch without the constraints of traditionally accepted processes or business

models. Instead, they use modern technology and tools to achieve superior end results.

The excellence and innovation found in Cyvatar’s cybersecurity-as-a-service (CSaaS)

offering has been recognized again and again since its debut last fall. The disruptor

awards mark Cyvatar’s 17th win in eight months.

“Like other disruptors, we do things differently at Cyvatar,” said Cyvatar Co-Founder and

Chief Product and Strategy Officer Craig Goodwin. “We’re not hindered by legacy

systems or bound by outdated solutions. We confidently face the challenges of

providing security solutions that are effortless for our members to use and affordable for

them to purchase.”

Cyvatar brings the membership economy to cybersecurity with its innovative CSaaS

model and a platform that has already become the de facto operating system for today’s

security programs. It transforms cybersecurity for its customers and continually meets

their ever-evolving business and security requirements.

The company was selected from organizations around the world that vied for top

honors. Its disruptive, game-changing platform delivers fast, affordable, fully managed

security programs for any size business; processes designed to provide outcomes,

continuous remediation, and ongoing solution maintenance; and the ability for all of its

members to execute their security strategies at speed and scale.

Does your organization need award-winning cybersecurity? Find out how Cyvatar can

help.
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About Cyvatar

Cyvatar is committed to effortless cybersecurity for everyone. As the industry’s first

subscription-based, cybersecurity-as-a-service (CSaaS) company, it’s our mission to

transform the way the security industry builds, sells, and supports cyber solutions. We

empower our members to achieve successful outcomes by providing expert advisors,

proven technologies, and a strategic process roadmap to guarantee results that map to

their business drivers. Our approach is rooted in proprietary ICARM (installation,

configuration, assessment, remediation, maintenance) methodology that delivers smarter,

measurable security solutions for superior compliance and cyber-attack protection

faster and more efficiently, all at a fixed monthly price. And because we’re a subscription,

members can cancel anytime. Cyvatar is a global organization with operations around

the world. Begin your journey to security confidence at https://cyvatar.ai/ and follow us

on LinkedIn and Twitter.
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